ABSTRACT On account of the indeterminacy and subjectivity of decision makers (DMs) in complexity decision-making environments, the evaluation information over alternatives presented by DMs is usually fuzzy and ambiguous. As the generalization of intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs) and Pythagorean fuzzy sets (PFSs), the q-rung orthopair fuzzy sets (q-ROFSs) are more useful to express more fuzzy and ambiguous information. Meanwhile, to consider human's hesitance, the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy sets (DHq-ROFSs) are presented which can be more valid of handling real MADM problems. To fuse the information in DHq-ROFSs more effectively, in this article, some Muirhead mean (MM) operators based on DHq-ROFSs environment, which consider any number of being fused arguments, are defined and studied. Evidently, the new proposed operators can obtain more exact results than other existing methods. In addition, some precious properties of these MM operators are discussed and all the special cases of them are investigated which indicates MM operator is more powerful than others. Afterward, the defined aggregation operators are used to solve the MADM with dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy numbers (DHq-ROFNs) and the MADM decision-making model is developed. In accordance of the defined operators and built model, two operators are applied to deal with the MADM problems for supplier selection with the DHPFNs information and the availability and superiority of the proposed operators are analyzed by comparing with some existing approaches. The method presented in this paper can effectually solve the MADM problems in which the decision-making information is expressed by the DHq-ROFNs and the attributes are interactive.
I. INTRODUCTION
Atanassov [1] presented the definition of intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS), which is an extension form of fuzzy set (FS) [2] . Each element contained in IFS was depicted by an ordered pair including the degree of membership µ and nonmembership v, and the sum of them is limited to 1 which can be denoted as µ + v ≤ 1. The IFS and its extension has attracted numerous scholars' attention since its emergence [3] - [19] . Besides, as an effective MADM tool,
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Pythagorean fuzzy set (PFS) [20] , [21] has emerged to describe the indeterminacy and complexity of the evaluation information. Similar to IFS, The PFS is also consisted of the function of membership µ and non-membership v, and the sum of squares of µ and v is restricted to 1 denoted as µ 2 + v 2 ≤ 1, thus, it's clear that the PFS is more widespread than the IFS and can express more decision-making information. For instance, the membership is given as 0.6 and the nonmembership is given as 0.8, it's obvious that this problem is only valid for PFS. In other words, all the intuitionistic fuzzy decision-making problems are the special case of Pythagorean fuzzy decision-making problems, which means that the PFS is more efficient to deal with MADM problems. In previous literatures, some researching works have studied by a large amount of investigators. Wu and Wei [22] proposed some Pythagorean fuzzy Hamacher aggregation operators to fuse Pythagorean fuzzy information. Zeng et al. [23] utilized the Pythagorean fuzzy ordered weighted averaging weighted average distance (PFOWAWAD) operator to study Pythagorean fuzzy MADM issues. Ren et al. [24] built the Pythagorean fuzzy TODIM model. Wei and Lu [25] developed some new Maclaurin symmetric mean(MSM) [26] operator based on Pythagorean fuzzy environment. Wei [27] developed some Pythagorean fuzzy interaction aggregation operators based on arithmetic and geometric operations. Wei and Lu [28] proposed some Pythagorean fuzzy power aggregation operators. Wei and Wei [29] defined ten cosine similarity measures under Pythagorean fuzzy environment. Liang et al. [30] investigated some Bonferroni mean operator with Pythagorean fuzzy information. Liang et al. [31] presented Pythagorean fuzzy Bonferroni mean aggregation operators based on geometric averaging (GA) operations. Combined the PFSs [20] , [21] and dual hesitant fuzzy sets (DHFSs) [32] , [33] , Wei and Lu [34] introduced the definition of the dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy sets (DHPFSs) and proposed some dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy Hamacher aggregation operators. Peng et al. [35] proposed some new Pythagorean fuzzy information measures for MADM problems. However, in practical MADM problems, there do exist some relationships between two, three or more being fused arguments, it's obvious that above fusing operators cannot be valid for solving this issues.
In order to solve these kinds of problems, the Muirhead mean (MM) operator [36] and dual Muirhead mean (DMM) operator [37] , as a well-known information fusion tool which owns the precious merits of considering the interrelationship among any number of the being aggregated arguments by altering the parameter P, have been proposed to deal with MADM problems. In addition, some well-known operators such as the arithmetic averaging (AA) operator, geometric averaging (GA) operator, Bonferroni mean (BM) operator and Maclaurin symmetric mean (MSM) operator are special issues of it. More recent years, more and more investigators pay close attention to the MM and DMM operators and achieve many great results in fields of theory and application. Zhu and Li [38] proposed some Pythagorean fuzzy Muirhead mean operator for MADM problems. Then, considered the interaction operations, Xu et al. [39] defined some Pythagorean fuzzy interaction Muirhead mean operator to deal with MADM problems. Wang et al. [40] discussed the Muirhead mean (MM) operator under the hesitant linguistic environment. Liu and Teng [41] studied some Muirhead mean operators for probabilistic linguistic term sets. Garg and Nancy [42] defined some Prioritized Muirhead mean aggregation operator under neutrosophic Set environment.
In spite of this, to express more decision information, Yager [43] initially defined the q-rung orthopair fuzzy sets (q-ROFSs) which the sum of the q-th power of the membership and non-membership is less or equal to 1. Obviously, q-ROFS are more general for the IFS and PFS are special issues of it. Bai et al. [44] proposed a new aggregation operator which called the partitioned Maclaurin symmetric mean (PMSM) operator to fuse overall q-rung orthopair fuzzy numbers (q-ROFNs) and developed some new aggregation operators. Based on the traditional weighted average (WA) operator and weighted geometric (WG) operator, Liu and Wang [45] developed the q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted average (q-ROFWA) operator the q-rung orthopair fuzzy and weighted geometric (q-ROFWG) operator for MADM. Liu et al. [46] extended the traditional Heronian mean (HM) operator to q-rung orthopair fuzzy environment. Wei et al. [47] developed some q-rung orthopair fuzzy Heronian mean operators and q-rung orthopair 2-tuple linguistic Heronian mean operators. Xu et al. [48] defined the q-rung dual hesitant fuzzy set (q-RDHFS) and proposed some q-rung dual hesitant fuzzy Heronian mean operators for MADM. Peng et al. [49] defined a new exponential operational law about q-rung orthopair fuzzy numbers (q-ROFNs) and presented some new aggregation operators. Consider the TODIM method and attribute weights, Wang and Li [50] gave a novel approach for green supplier selection under a q-rung orthopair fuzzy environment. Joshi et al. [51] extended the q-rung orthopair fuzzy set (q-ROFS) to interval-valued environment and given the definition of the interval-valued q-rung orthopair fuzzy set, on this basis, Wang et al. [52] presented some q-rung interval-valued orthopair fuzzy Hamy mean (q-RIVOFHM) operators for MADM. Wei et al. [53] provided some q-rung orthopair fuzzy Maclaurin Symmetric Mean (q-ROFMSM) operators. Liu et al. [54] presented some q-rung orthopair fuzzy power Maclaurin Symmetric Mean (q-ROFPMSM) operators aggregation operators for MADM. Liu and Liu [55] defined some q-rung orthopair fuzzy BM (q-ROFBM) operator. Consider the heterogeneous relationship among attributes and unknown attribute weight information, Liu et al. [56] defined some novel q-rung orthopair fuzzy extended Bonferroni mean (q-ROFEBM) operator. Yang and Pang [57] proposed some q-rung orthopair fuzzy partitioned BM (q-ROFPBM) operator to deal with MADM problems. Liu and Liu [58] determined the definition of linguistic q-rung orthopair fuzzy set (Lq-ROFS) and proposed some power Bonferroni mean aggregation operators based on linguistic q-rung orthopair fuzzy environment. Xing et al. [59] developed Some q-rung orthopair fuzzy point weighted aggregation operators to deal with MADM problems. Wang et al. [60] discussed some q-rung orthopair fuzzy similarity measures based on cosine functions. To consider human's hesitance in real MADM environment, the hesitant fuzzy sets (HFSs) [61] and dual hesitant fuzzy sets (DHFSs) [32] , [33] have been defined for solving MADM issues more easily and reasonably.
As far as authors know, there is no research conducted based on MM operator to fuse dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy information and so it is of great significance to study 67140 VOLUME 7, 2019 it. Therefore, to consider the correlation relationship among any number of being fused arguments and the advantages of the DHq-ROFSs, in our article, DHq-ROFSs has been used to express the uncertainties information while MM and DMM operators are applied to consider the relationship between any number of the arguments in DHq-ROFSs environment, in this manuscript we proposed some MM aggregation operators to fuse the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy information. Further, some of their desirable properties have also been studied and the special cases of each operator are investigated. Finally, based on these operators, a decision-making model has been given and a numerical example is illustrated to validate the approach through some comparative study with the existing approaches.
To do so, the remainder of our article is set out as follows. Some basic concepts of q-ROFSs and DHq-ROFSs have been introduced in the next section. Section 3 presents some MM and DMM operators under DHPFS environment including the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy MM (DHq-ROFMM) operator, the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted MM (DHq-ROFWMM) operator, the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy DMM (DHq-ROFDMM) operator and the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted DMM (DHq-ROFWDMM) operator. In Section 4, we shall build the MADM problems model with DHq-ROFNs. In Section 6, we give a numerical example for supplier selection with DHq-ROFNs and gave some comparative analysis. Section 6 concludes the paper with some remarks.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. THE q-Rung ORTHOPAIR FUZZY SET
The fundamental definition and theories of q-rung orthopair fuzzy sets (q-ROFSs) [43] are briefly reviewed as follows.
Definition 1 [43] : Let X be a fix set. A q-ROFSs is an object having the form
where the function µ P : X → [0, 1] defines the degree of membership and the function ν P : X → [0, 1] defines the degree of non-membership of the element x ∈ X to P, respectively, and, for every x ∈ X , it holds that
The degree of indeterminacy is given as:
For convenience, we called p = (µ, ν) a q-ROFN. Definition 2 [45] : Let p = (µ, v) be a q-ROFN, a score function can be represented as follows:
Definition 3 [45] : Let p = (µ, ν) be a q-ROFN, an accuracy function can be represented as follows:
to evaluate the degree of accuracy of the q-ROFN p = (µ, ν). The larger the value of H (p), the more the degree of accuracy of the q-ROFN p is. Based on the score function S and the accuracy function H , in the following, we shall give an order relation between two q-ROFNs, which is defined as follows:
Definition 4 [45] :
be the scores of p 1 and p 2 , respectively, and let
q be the accuracy degrees of p 1 and p 2 , respectively, then
Definition 5 [45] :
, and p = (µ, ν) be three q-ROFNs, and some basic operations on them are defined as follows:
B. DUAL HESITANT q-Rung ORTHOPAIR FUZZY SET
Based on the q-ROFSs [43] , [45] and dual hesitant fuzzy sets [32] , [33] , Xu et al. [48] proposed the concept and basic operations of the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy sets (DHq-ROFSs). Definition 6 [48] : Let X be a fixed set, then a dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy set (DHq-ROFS) on X is described as:
In which h P (x) and g P (x) are two sets of some values in [0, 1], denoting the possible membership degrees and nonmembership degrees of the element x ∈ X to the set D respectively, with the conditions:
where α ∈ h P (x) , β ∈ g P (x), for all x ∈ X . For convenience, the pair d (x) = (h P (x) , g P (x)) is called a dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy number (DHq-ROFN) denoted by d = (h, g), with the conditions:α ∈ h, β ∈ g, 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1 and α∈h (max (α)) q + β∈g (max (β)) q ≤ 1. Furthermore, the comparison laws between DHq-ROFNs can be expressed as:
Definition 7 [48] : 
Definition 8 [48] :
) be three DHq-ROFNs, then, some new operations on the DHq-ROFNs are Defined as:
Muirhead [36] proposed the Muirhead mean (MM) operator. Definition 9 [36] : Let d j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) be a set of nonnegative real numbers, and P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) ∈ R n be a vector of parameters. If
Then we called MM P the Muirhead mean (MM) operator, where σ (j)(j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is any a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n} and S n is the set of all permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n}.
III. SOME DUAL HESITANT q-Rung ORTHOPAIR FUZZY MUIRHEAD MEAN OPERATORS A. THE DHq-ROFMM OPERATOR
This section extends MM and to fuse the DHq-ROFNs and proposes the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy Muirhead mean (DHq-ROFMM) operator, furthermore, some precious properties of DHq-ROFMM operator are discussed.
Definition 10:
. . , n) be a list of DHq-ROFNs. The dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy Muirhead mean (DHq-ROFMM) operator can be denoted as:
. . , n) be a set of DHq-ROFNs. We can fuse all the DHq-ROFNs information by utilizing the DHq-ROFMM operator, the fused results can be expressed in (9) , as shown at the top of this page.
Proof: According to definition 8, we can obtain
Thereafter,
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Therefore, (14) , as shown at the bottom of this page. Hence, (9) is kept. Then we need to prove that (9) is a DHq-ROFN. We need to prove two conditions as follows:
That means 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, similarly, we can get 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. So 1 is maintained.
So 2 is maintained.
Example 1:
.7}, {0.1, 0.2, 0.6}}, and d 3 = {{0.6}, {0.3}} be three DHq-ROFNs, and let P = (0.3, 0.5, 0.2), q = 3 then according to (9), we have For the membership degree function α, the fused results are shown at the bottom of previous page.
Similarly, we can obtain α 2 = DHq-ROFMM(0.4, 0.7, 0.6) = 0.8221, so we can get α = {0.7985, 0.8221}.
For the non-membership degree function β, the fused results are shown at the bottom of this page.
Similarly, the results of β 2 and β 3 are β 2 = DHq-ROFMM (0.5, 0.2, 0.3) = 0.3756, β 3 = DHq-ROFMM(0.5, 0.6, 0.3) = 0.4989, so we can get β = {0.3697, 0.3756, 0.4989}. Therefore,
By altering the values of parameter P and q, some special cases of DHq-ROFMM operator are given as follows.
(1) For parameter q, we can obtain the following special cases.
Case 1: If q = 1, then the DHq-ROFMM operator will reduce to dual hesitant intuitionistic fuzzy MM (DHIFMM) operator which can be presented as:
Case 2: If q = 2, then the DHq-ROFMM operator will reduce to dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy MM (DHPFMM) operator which can be presented in (19) , as shown at the top of the next page.
(2) For parameter P, we can obtain the following special cases.
Case 1: If P = (1, 0, . . . , 0), then the DHq-ROFMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy arithmetic averaging (DHq-ROFAA) operator which
can be presented as:
Case 2: If P = (λ, 0, . . . , 0), then the DHq-ROFMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy generalized arithmetic averaging (DHq-ROFGAA) operator which can be presented in (21) , as shown at the top of this page.
Case 3: If P = (1, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0), then the DHq-ROFMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy Bonferroni mean (DHq-ROFBM) operator which can be presented in (22), as shown at the top of this page.
), then the DHq-ROFMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy Maclaurin symmetric mean (DHq-ROFMSM) operator which can be presented in (23) , as shown at the top of the next page.
Case 5: If P = (1, 1, . . . , 1), then the DHq-ROFMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy geometric averaging (DHq-ROFGA) operator which can be presented as:
n , then the DHq-ROFMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy geometric averaging (DHq-ROFGA) operator which can be presented as:
In actual MADM, it's important to consider attribute weights. This section will propose the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted Muirhead mean (DHq-ROFWMM) operator as follows.
. . , n) be a set of DHq-ROFNs with their weight vector be w i = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ) T , thereby satisfying w i ∈ [0, 1] and
Then we called DHq-ROFWMM P nw the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted Muirhead mean operator, where σ (j)(j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is any a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n} and S n is the set of all permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Theorem 2:
. . , n) be a set of DHq-ROFNs. The aggregated value by using DHq-ROFWMM operators is also a DHq-ROFN where (27) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
DHq-ROFWMM
Proof: From definition 8, we can obtain,
Thereafter, (31) , as shown at the bottom of this page. Furthermore, (32) , as shown at the bottom of this page. Therefore, (33) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
Hence, (27) is kept. Then we need to prove that (27) is a DHq-ROFN. We need to prove two conditions as follows:
Proof:
and
That means 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, similarly, we can get 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. So 1 is maintained. 2 For max α σ (j)
Example 2:
.7}, {0.1, 0.2, 0.6}}, and d 3 = {{0.6}, {0.3}} be three DHq-ROFNs with weighting vector be w = (0.3, 0.4, 0.3) T , and let P = (0.3, 0.5, 0.2), q = 3 then according to (27) , we have
For the membership degree function α, the fused results are shown at the bottom of this page.
Similarly, we can obtain α 2 = DHq-ROFWMM(0.4, 0.7, 0.6) = 0.8210, so we can get α = {0.7975, 0.8210}.
For the non-membership degree function β, the fused results are shown as:
Similarly, the results of β 2 and β 3 are By altering the values of parameter P and q, some special cases of DHq-ROFWMM operator are given as follows. 1) For parameter q, we can obtain the following special cases. 
Case 1: If q = 1, then the DHq-ROFWMM operator will reduce to dual hesitant intuitionistic fuzzy weighted MM (DHIFWMM) operator which can be presented as:
Case 2: If q = 2, then the DHq-ROFWMM operator will reduce to dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy weighted MM (DHPFWMM) operator which can be presented in (39) , shown at the bottom of this page.
1) For parameter P, we can obtain the following special cases. Case 1: If P = (1, 0, . . . , 0), then the DHq-ROFWMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted averaging (DHq-ROFWA) operator which can be presented as:
Case 2: If P = (λ, 0, . . . , 0), then the DHq-ROFWMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair
fuzzy generalized weighted averaging (DHq-ROFGW A) operator which can be presented as:
Case 3: If P = (1, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0), then the DHq-ROFWMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted Bonferroni mean (DHq-ROFWBM) operator which can be presented in (42) , as shown at the bottom of this page. ), then the DHq-ROFWMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted Maclaurin symmetric mean (DHq-ROFWMSM) operator which can be presented as:
C. THE DHq-ROFNDMM OPERATOR Qin and Liu [37] proposed the dual MM (DMM) considering both the MM and the dual operation.
Definition 12 [37] : Let a i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) be a set of nonnegative real numbers, and P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) ∈ R n be a vector of parameters. If
Then we called DMM P the dual MM (DMM) operator, where σ (j)(j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is any a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n} and S n is the set of all permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n}.
In this section, we will propose the DMM operator for DHq-ROFNs as follows.
Definition 13: Let d j = h j , g j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) be a set of DHq-ROFNs and let P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) ∈ R n be a vector of parameters. If
Then we called DHq-ROFDMM P the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy dual Muirhead mean operator, where σ (j)(j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is any a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n} and S n is the set of all permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Theorem 3: Let d j = h j , g j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) be a set of DHq-ROFNs. The aggregated value by using DHq-ROFDMM operators is also a DHq-ROFN where as (46) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
Proof: From definition 8, we can obtain
Thus,
Therefore,
Furthermore,
Therefore, (51) , as shown at the top of the next page. Hence, (46) is kept. Then we need to prove that (46) is a DHq-ROFN. We need to prove two conditions as follows:
Then,
That means 0 ≤ α 1, similarly, we can get 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. So 1 is maintained. 2 For max α σ (j) 
So 1 is maintained. Similarly, we can obtain α 2 = DHq-ROFDMM(0.4, 0.7, 0.6) = 0.5974, so we can get α = {0.5868, 0.5974}.
Similarly, the results of β 2 and β 3 are β 2 = DHq-ROFDMM (0.5, 0.2, 0.3) = 0.6808, β 3 = DHq-ROFDMM (0.5, 0.6, 0.3) = 0.7677, so we can get β = {0.6 365, 0.6808, 0.7677}. Therefore,
= {{0.5868, 0.5974}, {0.6365, 0.6 808, 0.7677}} .
By altering the values of parameter P and q, some special cases of DHq-ROFDMM operator are given as follows. 1) For parameter q, we can obtain the following special cases. Case 1: If q = 1, then the DHq-ROFDMM operator will reduce to dual hesitant intuitionistic fuzzy DMM (DHIFDMM) operator which can be presented as:
Case 2: If q = 2, then the DHq-ROFDMM operator will reduce to dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy DMM (DHPFDMM) operator which can be presented in (56) , as shown at the top of the next page.
(4) For parameter P, we can obtain the following special cases. Case 1: If P = (1, 0, . . . , 0) , then the DHq-ROFDMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy geometric averaging (DHq-ROFGA) operator which can be presented as:
Case 2: If P = (λ, 0, . . . , 0), then the DHq-ROFDMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy generalized geometric averaging (DHq-ROFGGA) operator which can be presented as:
Case 3: If P = (1, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0), then the DHq-ROFDMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy geometric Bonferroni mean (DHq-ROFBM) operator which can be presented in (59) , as shown at the top of this page.
Case 4:
, then the DHq-ROFDMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy dual Maclaurin symmetric mean (DHq-ROFDMSM) operator which can be presented as:
, then the DHq-ROFDMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy arithmetic averaging (DHq-ROFAA) operator which can be presented as:
n , then the DHq-ROFDMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy arithmetic averaging (DHq-ROFGA) operator which can be presented as:
In actual MADM, it's important to consider attribute weights; this section will propose the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted dual Muirhead mean (DHq-ROFWDMM) operator as follows.
Definition 14:
. . , n) be a set of DHq-ROFNs with their weight vector be w i = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ) T , thereby satisfying w i ∈ [0, 1] and n i=1 w i = 1 and let P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) ∈ R n be a vector of parameters. If
where σ (j)(j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is any a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n} and S n is the set of all permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Theorem 4: 1, 2 , . . . , n) be a set of DHq-ROFNs. The aggregated value by using DHq-ROFWDMM operators is also a DHq-ROFN where Proof: From definition 8, we can obtain that
Therefore, (70), as shown at the top of this page. Hence, (64) is kept. Then we need to prove that (64) is a DHq-ROFN. We need to prove two conditions as follows: 
That means 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, similarly, we can get 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. So 1 is maintained. 2 For max α σ (j) Similarly, we can obtain α 2 = DHq-ROFWMM(0.4, 0.7, 0.6) = 0.5918, so we can get α = {0.5783, 0.5918}.
For the non-membership degree function β, the fused results are shown at the bottom of the previous page.
Similarly, the results of β 2 and β 3 are β 2 = DHq-ROFWDMM (0. By altering the values of parameter P and q, some special cases of DHq-ROFWDMM operator are given as follows. 1) For parameter q, we can obtain the following special cases.
Case 1: If q = 1, then the DHq-ROFWDMM operator will reduce to dual hesitant intuitionistic fuzzy weighted DMM (DHIFWDMM) operator which can be presented as:
Case 2: If q = 2, then the DHq-ROFWDMM operator will reduce to dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy weighted DMM (DHPFWDMM) operator which can be presented in (75), as shown at the top of this page.
1) For parameter P, we can obtain the following special cases.
Case 2:
If P = (λ, 0, . . . , 0), then the DHq-ROFWDMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy generalized weighted geometric averaging
(DHq-ROFGWGA) operator which can be presented as:
Case 3: If P = (1, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0), then the DHq-ROFWMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted geometric Bonferroni mean (DHq-ROFWGBM) operator which can be presented in (78), as shown at the top of this page. ), then the DHq-ROFWDMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted dual Maclaurin symmetric mean (DHq-ROFWDMSM) operator which can be presented in (79), as shown at the top of this page.
Case 1: If P = (1, 0, . . . , 0), then the DHq-ROFWDMM operator will reduce to the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted geometric (DHq-ROFWGA) operator which can be presented as
IV. MODELS FOR MADM WITH DHq-ROFNs
Based the DHq-ROFWMM and DHq-ROFWDMM operators, we shall propose the model for MADM with DHq-ROFNs. Let A = {A 1 , A 2 , · · · , A m } be a discrete set of alternatives, and G = {G 1 , G 2 , · · · , G n } be the set of attributes, ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 , · · · , ω n ) is the weighting vector of the attribute
is the q-rung orthopair fuzzy decision matrix, where h ij set VOLUME 7, 2019
(80)
indicates the degree that the alternative A i satisfies the attribute G j given by the decision maker, g ij set indicates the degree that the alternative A i doesn't satisfy the attribute G j given by the decision maker,
In the following, we apply the DHq-ROFWMM and DHq-ROFWDMM operator to the MADM problems with DHq-ROFNs.
Step 1: We utilize the DHq-ROFNs given in matrixR, and the DHq-ROFWMM operator to derive the
Step 2 Step 3: Rank all the alternatives A i (i = 1, 2, · · · , m) and select the best one(s) in accordance with
Step 4: End.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS A. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this part, we shall give an application to select green suppliers in green supply chain management with DHq-ROFNs. There are five possible green suppliers in GSCM A i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) to select. The experts select four attribute to assess the five possible green suppliers: 1 G 1 is the product quality factor; 2 G 2 is environmental factors; 2 G 3 is delivery factor; 4 G 4 is price factor. Five green suppliers A i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) are to be evaluated with DHq-ROFNs according to four attributes (whose weighting vector w = (0.4, 0.3, 0.1, 0.2)) as shown in Table 1 .
In the following, we utilize the approach developed for supplier selection in supply chain management with dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy numbers (DHq-ROFNs) information.
Step 1: We utilize the decision information given in matrix R, and the DHq-ROFWMM operator to obtain the overall preference values d i of the supplier in supply chain management A i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Take alternative A 1 for an example (here, we take q = 3, P = (1, 1, 1, 1) ), we have bottom of the next page.
Step 2: Calculate the scores s (d i ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) of the overall dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy preference values 
Step 3: Rank all the suppliers A i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in accordance with the scores s (d i ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) of the overall dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy numbers: A 2 A 3 A 5 A 1 A 4 , and thus the most desirable supplier is A 2 .
Based on the DHq-ROFWDMM operator, then, in order to select the most desirable supplier, we can develop an approach to multiple attribute decision making problems with dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy information, which can be described as following:
Step 1 : Aggregate all dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy value d ij (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) by using the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted DMM (DHq-ROFWDMM) operator to derive the overall dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy values d i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 5) of the supplier A i . Take supplier A 1 for an example (here, we take q = 3, P = (1, 1, 1, 1) ), we have bottom of the next page.
Step 2 : Calculate the scores s (d i ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) of the overall dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy values From the above analysis, it is easily seen that although the overall rating values of the alternatives are same by using two operators respectively.
B. INFLUENCE OF THE PARAMETER ON THE FINAL RESULT
In order to show the effects on the ranking results by changing parameters of P in the DHq-ROFWMM (DHq-ROFWDMM) operators, all the results are shown in Tables 2 and 3 .
From Table 2 and 3, although the ordering of alternatives are same by altering the parameter P, however, the fused results by DHq-ROFWMM operator become smaller with bigger values of P when the interrelationship is considered (for P = (1, 0, 0, 0) , (2, 0, 0, 0) , (3, 0, 0, 0)), if consider the interrelationship(for P = (1, 1, 0, 0) , (1, 1, 1, 0) , (1, 1, 1, 1) ), the fused results are also become smaller with bigger parameter values, but it becomes more and more stable, which means the decision making results by the DHq-ROFWMM operator are more accuracy and scientific. Similarly, for the DHq-ROFWDMM operator, when the interrelationship is considered or is not considered, the fused results become bigger with smaller parameter values, but the fused results is getting more and more stable when the interrelationship is considered, which indicates the DHq-ROFWDMM operator is effective to handle MADM problems.
In order to show the effects on the ranking results by changing parameters of q in the DHq-ROFWMM (DHq-ROFWDMM) operators, all the results are shown in Tables 4 and 5 .
According to Tables 4 and 5 , it's clear that the ordering results may be slightly different for the different parameters q by DHq-ROFWMM and DHq-ROFWDMM operators. The decision makers can select the appropriate parameter value q by their preferences. Moreover, from Tables 4 and 5 , we can easily find that the difference score values based on DHq-ROFWMM and DHq-ROFWDMM operators became smaller and smaller when the param- eter q increases, if the decision makers want to obtain significant difference score values, then they can allocate smaller parameter value q to the DHq-ROFWMM and DHq-ROFWDMM operators, on the contrary, they can allocate bigger parameter value q to the DHq-ROFWMM and DHq-ROFWDMM operators to derive smaller difference score values.
C. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Then, we shall compare our proposed operators with other information fusing tools such as q-rung orthopair dual hesitant fuzzy weighted Heronian mean (q-RODHFWHM) operator and q-rung orthopair dual hesitant fuzzy weighted geometric Heronian mean (q-RODHFWGHM) operator defined by Xu et al. [48] . The comparative results are shown in Table 6 . (let the parameter s = t = 3, q = 3).
From above, we can obtain the same results to show the practicality and effectiveness of the proposed operators. However, the q-RODHFWHM operator and q-RODHFWGHM operator can only consider any two numbers of being fused element, but our defined operators can take the information about the interrelationship between any numbers arguments VOLUME 7, 2019 being aggregated, and thus can eliminate the influence of unfair arguments on decision result.
VI. CONCLUSION
Dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy numbers (DHq-ROFNs) have applied the advantages of DHFSs and q-ROFSs. They can flexibly denote decision-making information as well as effectively characterize the reliability of information. Thus, it is meaningful to study MADM problems with DHq-ROFNs. In this paper, we investigate the MADM problems with DHq-ROFNs. Then, we utilize the MM operator and DMM operator to develop some MM aggregation operators with DHq-ROFNs: dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy MM (DHq-ROFMM) operator, dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted MM (DHq-ROFWMM) operator, dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy dual MM (DHq-ROFDMM) operator and dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy weighted dual MM (DHq-ROFWDMM) operator. Of course, the precious merits of these defined operators are investigated. Moreover, we have adopted DHq-ROFWMM and DHq-ROFWDMM operators to build some decision-making model to deal with the dual hesitant q-rung orthopair fuzzy MADM problems. In the end, we take a concrete instance for appraising the green supplier selection to demonstrate our defined model and to testify its accuracy and scientific.
Compare our developed methods with q-RODHFWHM operator and q-RODHFWGHM operator, although the ordering are slightly different and the most desirable alternative is same, however, the q-RODHFWHM operator and q-RODHFWGHM operator can only consider the interrelationship between any two numbers of being fused arguments but our methods can consider the interrelationship between any two numbers of being fused arguments, which indicates our defined method can be more flexible to deal with MADM problems. In the future, we shall continue studying the MADM problems with the application and extension of the developed operators to other domains [60] , [62] - [69] .
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